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ABSTRACT: In compliance with regional law no.12 dated 11 March 2005 -“Law for the
government of the territory”- and with the Implementing Rules of Inspire, Lombardy Region is
completing the realization of topographic databases at different scales; for this purpose
Lombardy Region has published standards and technical specifications. The aim is to create and
share a unique regional database that can be implemented through GIS, and that is able to share
and manipulate data. This up-to-date and shared database will be the geographical reference
point for all Urban location based Services. In order to stimulate this production, Lombardy
Region has introduced a funding call to promote associations among local administrations on
the topic of geographic information services based upon open source code and standards.
1 THE REGIONAL GIS PROJECT
Regional law no. 12 dated 11 March 2005 -“Law for the government of the Territory”establishes that the Region should oversee the realization of the Territorial Integrated
Information System, in order to acquire all the spatial data necessary for territory planning and
urban analysis. With this purpose, the priority is the realization of a new digital mapping that
can be shared and updated, and that can be the common geographical reference for the Territory
Information Systems.
This cartography has been created following the highest standards, in line with the principles
defined in Europe by Inspire policies and in Italy by Intesa Gis papers. Based on these
guidelines, Lombardy Region has produced homogeneous Technical Specifications for the
realization of topographic databases in Lombardy with scales
1:1.000/2.000 and
1:5.000/10.000, and the fundamental document “Content Specifications and physical model for
the delivery of topographic databases”. This document defines the database contents, in
particular: format, topological rules, restrictions for intraclass disjunction among the required
shape files.
The regional development program also concerns the creation of a special agency, named
New Infrastructure for Territorial Information, which is involved in the management of the
databases released: this agency is mainly concerned with territorial programming and planning.
It is a basic infrastructural facility that Lombardy Region has offered to local organizations in
order to create a regional network community inside the Connectivity Public System (SPC): the
topographic database is one of its fundamental instruments.
According to Inspire guidelines, this spatial database structure supports interoperations, in
order to share a higher quantity and quality of data, necessary to formulate community policies.
Considering the various territorial dynamics in Lombardy, it has become essential to involve
local administrations promoting associations among municipalities to optimize investments and
resources. The best way to manage a Territorial Information System is strictly connected to an
indication given by Inspire, that is to collect the datum once, where this operation is most simple

and convenient, trying to avoid ex-novo surveys afterwards. Once the datum has been captured
and stored, the activity of updating all the related information can begin.
In order to reach this goal, Lombardy Region released a funding call. According to the
condition in this announcement, each local administration which releases its own TDB, is going
to be refunded with the 50% of the total amount of expenses. This has been a way (based on
granting principle) to promote local administration in undertaking an activity which is strictly
connected with their own territory: this means that the subjects mainly involved with the
changes on the territory and mainly aware of them (that is municipalities), are also the subject
that are going to manage the updating process. The single municipality, or an association of
municipalities, is in charge for the realization of its own TDB, and this TDB will then be stored
into the TDB of the New Infrastructure Agency for Territorial Information. In this way
Lombardy Region will always have an updated TDB available. The purpose of the funding
announcement is obviously also to extend the realization of cartography as a topographic
database as much as possible, in such a way that the entire regional territory is covered, always
in line with the highest standards.
Another task of the New Infrastructure Agency for Territorial Information is to define, during
the contract allocation phase, quality control procedures on the released dataset. Only when the
datum has been certified and declared in compliance with the adopted standards, it can be
uploaded in the centralized regional database. Since then the dataset is available to the local
administration, and it can set up its own Web map service, based upon open source code and
standards. At September 2008, the production of the TDB has reached the extent represented in
Figure 1. In Lombardy there are 1,546 municipalities which cover 23,869,525,918 sqm; 896 are
now completing their part of TDB, covering 49% of the regional territory.

Figure 1: Gray-colored municipalities have received financing from Lombardy Region

Figure 2: Pie chart showing the percentage of municipalities supported with a refunding by Lombardy
Region; 15%: year 2006; 25% year 2007; 9% year 2008

2 CONTENT SPECIFICATIONS AND PHYSICAL MODEL FOR THE DELIVERY OF
THE TOPOGRAPHIC DATABASE
At the very beginning a dedicated working group studied and standardized content
specifications. This preliminary activity made it possible for this project to work. The
formulation of these specifications deals with the following topics:
a) ANALYSIS : Studying reality in all its aspects, functions, relations.
b) MODEL: Extracting a non-hierarchical model, structured in layers, themes and
classes. Defining all the necessary attributes for each typology of object.
c) RELATIONS: Defining the logical and topological relations between objects
inside the same class or belonging to different classes (inter/intra).
d) WORKING PLAN: turning the model thus defined into a working plan suitable for
aerial photogrammetric instruments to verify whether the task has been achieved.
e) TEST: testing of the production process of the Topographic Data Base.
f) INTEGRATION: getting to know the limits of the newly-created system,
highlighting information gaps and the necessity to integrate them.

Figure 3: Flow chart

Step a) started taking shape from the huge work done for the IntesaGIS project. At the
beginning the pattern model adopted was taken from the IntesaGIS project. This model was
subsequently studied to a deeper level, thanks to an attentive and continuous comparison with
reality and regional dynamics; the attention was mainly focused on peculiarities of Lombardy
territory, concerning present management instruments of territory at different levels (from the
local administrations to the regional central government).
It was very important to keep this model “sustainable”, avoiding complicated schemes that
could lead to maintaining problems later on. It was also important to focus on those aspects able
to make the whole work appropriate and noteworthy. The analysis of intra-class relations has
been the main source of problems: it is often difficult to reconcile both the very specific needs
of municipalities and the need for synthesis of regional authorities. The road system case is
paradigmatic: at a very local level, it is necessary to represent roads with surfaces that allow to
calculate areas, and with a very detailed road network graph. At a regional level, even a very
synthetic road network graph can be enough. During the creation of the working plan, Step d),
the efforts were focused on how to meet both requests with only one survey, co-financed by
both local and regional institutions. For this purpose aerial photogrammetry was used, and this
process carried out a “zero setting” of the datum.
At this point it was absolutely necessary to involve the local institution in the management
and the updating of the collected data. GIS systems are perfectly suitable for territorial

management as long as the datum is constantly used and updated, and this can be done only at a
local level.
The final model is structured on the ten following layers:
− 00 Geodetic Informations
− 01 Roads and transport system
− 02 Buildings and anthropic elements
− 03 Road network and addresses
− 04 Hydrographic elements
− 05 Orographic elements
− 06 Vegetation
− 07 Technological network
− 08 Significant locations
− 09 Administrative areas
− 10 Pertinence

Figure 4: Data frame

The structure thus created is a “tree” structure, and it gets more descriptive and detailed through
subsequent specifications. Layers and Themes have been introduced for a better management of
Classes and Attributes: codes follow a progressive numeration, without any hierarchical
connotation.
As an example, in the following figure there is the configuration of Theme 01 (Buildings)
belonging to Layer 02 (Property). It is interesting to investigate the relations between the three
first Classes of this Theme: 01 Volumetric Unit, 02 Block, 03 City block.

Figure 5: Layer’s structure

Volumetric Unit is the basic volume that refers to the building. It is defined by a surface, whose
reference point corresponds to its base; the outline of the base is a broken closed line (3D
polyline).

The Attribute “Portion of Volumetric Unit” gives a detailed description of this Class: in fact,
the following are the different types of volumetric units:
a) Ground-line volumetric unit
b) Jutting volumetric unit
c) Entrance with columns
d) Underground

Figure 6: Different types of volumetric Units

Each building is made of several Volumetric Units, that are its basic volumes.
Each Block is defined by three attributes, that are: typology, use category and state of repair.
With reference to its volumetric aspects, each Block is defined by its Volumetric Units and is
itself part of the City block.

Figure 7:
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Figure 8: Volumetric unit
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Volumetric Units and Block are strictly connected through the Attribute ID_EDIF: Block comes
to be the set of all the Volumetric Units with the same ID_EDIF. Its geometry is the result of the
aggregation of the portions of ground occupied only by the Volumetric Unit Ground-lines. The
outline is a 3D detaching line.
In the image below it is possible to see that in a) there are three different Volumetric Units
with the same identification value in field ID_EDIF (in this case 5446): this means that Block in
b) is generated by the association of three different Volumetric Units. This is possible thanks to
the FEATURE_ID field ,which contains the same identification value (5446) as the single
Volumetric Units.

Figure 9:
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Following the same principle, a set of blocks can generate a City block. Each building has the
EDIFC_CLASS field, which contains the same univocal identification number as the City block
it belongs to. In this way, it is not the geometry of the City block that is defined, but the datum
itself containing the information necessary to create this geometry in a second time.

Figure 10: Many Bolcks = only one City block

This model has already been studied in all its aspects and has been tested on some significant
portions of the territory. This way of managing topographic data allows 3D visualizations
through an automatic procedure.

Figure 11: 3D model

A 3D model can be applied to building volumes and to all those anthropic elements which
occupy a significant spatial volume.
A 3D model is built merging the basic volumes: a basic volume is a solid figure generated by
extruding a surface (called “extrusion surface”) along its vertical axis up to an altitude called
“extrusion altitude.”

Figure 12: Block’s extrusion

3 TOPOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL CONTROLS
Lombardy Region prepared empty shape-files based on the model shown. These empty
shapefiles are available for the operators interested in this project. The topographic geometries
obtained at the end of the traditional stereoscopic photogrammetric restitution are 3D geometric
lines. Each producer has then created its own independent procedure to convert these 3D
geometric lines into the objects required by the data model.
In order to guarantee the absence of mistakes in the shapefiles, a triple level of checking
utilities has been organized:
a) Check on physical correspondence of shape-files,
b) Topological check on the entire ground covering,
c) Check on the conditions of reciprocal exclusion for those classes which contribute
in the covering of the ground: properties refer to the surface of the objects in their
planar position.
Each step mentioned above produces a report which lists all the mistakes occurred,
highlighting with a pointer all the objects considered as ‘anomalous’ inside the file. This is a
very useful device in order to correct these mistakes immediately. Obviously this checking
procedure goes on through each of the three steps, passing to the next only when the previous
step has been completed successfully: this means that Steps c) starts only if all the checking
procedures on Step a) and b) have been completed successfully.
The study of the conditions of reciprocal exclusion of classes has been particularly
interesting. At first, this aim was pursued in a very rigorous way: the objects that contributed to
the covering of the ground could never overlap. This way of approaching the problem was too
strict: in fact it generated several problems and it often forced a representation of reality that did
not correspond to reality. That is the reason why the new approach was more flexible and more
connected to reality: the final choice was to consider only the surface of the objects in their
planar position, which means taking only the elements with a value of Relative Position = 0.
Codes have been introduced to define the topological properties allowed between objects
belonging to pairs of classes:
− DJ: Disjoint; this property means that the objects belonging to two different classes must be
completely disjoint, i.e. they do not have any common point, not even on their outlines;
− DJ/TC: Disjoint or Touch; this property means that the two objects considered are disjoint,
but they can also be adjacent to each other, that means that they totally or partially share their
outlines;
− OV: Overlay; this property means that the object from two different classes can overlay,
even just for one portion.
It is important to underline that these restrictions of reciprocal exclusion refer to situations
normally occurring in reality; these restrictions can be broken in very special cases, but these
cases will have to be “certified” as correct.
The following table contains a matrix of the classes contributing to the total ground covering.
Each cell contains the code of the spatial relation allowed for the pair of classes sharing the
square. The grey-colored squares correspond to the diagonal and indicate the spatial relation
between objects belonging to the same class.

Figure 13: Topological properties

4 REPRESENTATION OF THE TOPOGRAFIC DATABASE
Versatility in representation and graphical rendering is one of the prerogatives of a Topographic
Database. Passing from a traditional geographical database (raster-cad) to a Topographic
Database has a big impact on the amount of work, but also on the possibilities: a TDB needs a
large amount of connected information, but it can be continuously implemented and it can be
visualized in many different ways. What may happen is that the standard user may not be aware
of all the possibilities offered by this project, eventually not using them. In order to avoid this
kind of situation, different rendering and ways of representation have been studied and realized:
in this way the huge amount of data can be immediately and easily used and “read” thanks to
suitable representations.
Beside screen visualization and exploration, a topographic Data Base also needs to be printed
on traditional paper. As a map is still used in most daily activities as a necessary instrument, it
must be easy to read and interpret. If on a map gives many more information than the ones
required, it will not be easy to read it. Even the right Layer, if not represented in the proper way,
could considerably reduce the quality and quantity of the information displayed. In traditional
cartography the rendering of contents was limited to the adoption of an appropriate legend,
strictly in black and white.
The choice of particular graphical devices and the considerations on their dimensions and
overlappings, led to define ways of representation. The risk was the loss of part of the collected
information, due to the limitations of graphical techniques. The enormous amount of
information contained in a Topographic Database can be represented in many different ways,
which also include the use of colors. This suddenly overcomes all the limits of traditional black
and white cartography. The exploration of a Topographic Database is extremely different from
the analysis of a traditional numeric cartography.
The difference from the observation of a traditional paper map is obviously even greater. On
one hand it is possible to ‘query’ a TDB without even visualizing it, on the other hand it is now
common to create screen visualizations or prints of “analogical” views of data, following
principles coming from traditional mapping and later slowly modified by the advanced
possibilities offered by a TDB. That is why the choices of selection and representation would be
restrictive if they attempted to reproduce what is conventionally represented on a traditional
map.
Of course the need to represent a portion of territory on a map will remain, but it will become
harder and harder to share a common and univocal idea of “basic map” or “technical map,” that
is the representation containing all those elements considered basic for reading the territory at a
certain scale with the proper symbols. In fact, another prerogative of a TDB is its high
dynamism compared to a traditional map, where the layout involved all the items listed in the
legend; in a TDB the user is the one who chooses the legend.
The user can select and manage the elements he wants to represent just by turning on or off
certain elements or by putting them at different visualization levels. This operation enables the
interpolation of the datum and the reproduction of the relevant information on paper through the
use of printers or plotters.
Finally, it is important to consider that nowadays screen visualization for most cartography
purposes is getting more and more frequent, though there is not any tradition that generated
conventional layouts. What happens with this lack of rendering rules is that a common user who
is observing a TDB on a screen, or even a traditional numeric cartography, usually keeps the
default visualization generated by the program used, without any evaluation on how readable
the represented elements are.

This way of working does not take advantage of all the possibilities and information of a
TDB. Visualizing with random colors and without any logical structure could even prevent a
correct understanding of the reality represented. Although it is true that the readability of a
visualization can be very personal and that can depend on the purpose and on the use of a map,
it is nevertheless clear that there is a need for a “basic and standard” visualization procedure.
Considering also how widespread Webgis issues are, it is important to share a common basic
rendering procedure on which it is then possible to add other more detailed or thematic
procedure.

Figure 14: Outline of the visualization process from TDB to printed paper in the two versions: colour and
greyscale

The definition of a standard and shared representation of the territory of each municipality have
become a need. That is why Lombardy Region issued a paper titled “Specifications for
representing TDB at scales 1:2.000 and 1:10.000” where all the necessary indications are given
both for grey-scale and colored renderings. Two different ways of representation have been
offered, in order to fulfill different needs and to create a gradual acceptance of all the
innovations connected with a TDB.
The choice eventually taken enables both the production of a grey-scale raster cartography
(very similar to the one traditionally in use among all technicians) and an easy to read colored
rendering which can be used for different purposes. Both representations are generated from the
same Database by semi-automatic procedures.
The first product represented in grey-scale at 1:10.000, is required as mandatory for every
portion of the mapped territory, apart from the representation scale: in fact, in the project started
by Lombardy Region, this rendering will gradually replace the traditional black and white
Regional Technical Maps. Thanks to the financial support given to groups of municipalities,
Lombardy Region wants to create and implement a shared database which is innovative both for
its structure and for its renderings.
5 SYMBOLS ABACUS
For layouts at scales 1:2.000 and 1:10.000, Lombardy Region has structured a double Symbol
Abacus, both for the grey-scale and for the colored versions. For each scale the relevant Abacus
concerns only those objects that it makes sense to represent at that scale. So the first indication
that the Abacus gives is about the contents that can be displayed at different scales.
The use of symbols and graphical devices were considered optional in the case of color
renderings, but are still functional for interpreting the contents of a grey-scale cartography. In
this case it would be very difficult to ignore traditional graphic devices, especially thinking of
the hard transition from traditional to new mapping.
On the other hand the use of symbols can be disadvantageous if referred to the updating
procedure of the TDB itself. A change in a building typology or a change of its use would
involve an updating of both the element and its symbol, which is something that cannot be done
automatically.

Similar problems occurred after the decision to use a double structure for surfaces, i.e. a
surface geometry and a linear “outline” geometry (Document 1n1007_1-2 from IntesaGIS). This
double structure is very useful for rendering, but it has many consequences on the updating
process, especially on the automatic updating process, and it has not been possible to manage all
its implications yet.
For instance, it is easy to understand this problem taking into consideration a road surface
with an outline that perfectly coincides with the outline of a building block: if one of the two
outlines changes, the other, which is complementary, consequently changes. This problem
seems quite easy to solve: the solution could be a list of special topological ties between
“complementary and/or adjacent” objects. This list, creating relations inside the structure of
data, could generate an automatic updating sequence involving all the related objects. In reality,
at this point of technical evolution, there are some instruments able of this kind of process, but
Lombardy Region did not want to compel the local administrations to use any specific
environment. In order to allow the use of any environment, some special devices have been
studied to solve this problem. That is the reason why the document “Content Specifications and
physical model for the delivery of the Topographic Database” also requires, during the delivery
phase, linear shapefiles containing only their outlines. This request, in line with the guidelines
from IntesaGIS, is functional to manage the representation of contents both on screen and on
printed paper.
These linear shapefiles, known as “LIM_name shape”, have a peculiarity: the attribute
“Drawing” defines for each self-consistent portion of the line the possibility of its visualization.
To clarify this point an example could be useful: when the shape has been added, the lines with
value “yes” in the field “Drawing” can be visualized; on the contrary, those lines with value
“no” in the field “Drawing” will be turned off during visualization or printing. Obviously the
field “Drawing” is filled in with values that represent the level of priority that each object has,
compared to the adjacent one.
As shown in figure 15, the use of linear shapefile “LIM” solves some layout problems
connected to the structure of the shapefile itself. In figure 15 a) the pedestrian area is made up of
many polygons and the perimeter of the area does not allow a continuous view of the entire
pedestrian area. In figure 15 b), with the use of shapefile “LIM”, we have the view of a
continuous area, as not all the segments of the perimeter are represented: some of them, i.e. the
ones belonging to contiguous polygons, are turned off.

Figure 15: a) Aerial shape: pavement

b) LIM_Shape: pavement

Figure 16: Field DRAWING from the shape LIM_010102

Figure 17: Symbols used in the grey-scale colored representation

The structure of the document “Specifications for the representation of Topographic DB at
various scales” is structured as follows:
− DESCRIPTION containing a definition of the object based on its own attributes,
− NUMBER containing the code value associated to the symbol chosen for that object,
− PATTERN containing the symbol or the graphic rendering,
− COLOUR CODE containing technical information necessary to generate the symbol, and an
indication on the linear shapefile to be used to represent the object itself.

Figure 18: The structure of Specifications for the representation of Topographic DB at various scales” :

In figure 19 it is possible to see how the new and the old regional maps coexist. On the right
there is the map produced in 1994, on the left side there is the new map generated from the
TDB. It can be easily seen that the layout is quite homogeneous: this has been made on purpose
in order to manage the passage from one to the other during the long updating process.

Figure 19: Comparison between the old and the new grey-scale representations.

6 CONCLUSION
We have briefly illustrated the project, showing how it was possible to make regional standards
concerning a Topographic Database official, starting from INSPIRE European guidelines and
from the national documents issued by IntesaGIS. The authority of this project and the
possibility to achieve financial support from Lombardy Region, have stimulated the association
of many local administrations in order to realize a TDB. This has been the beginning of a
process that will enable Lombardy Region to substitute its traditional cartography with a
common and unified database that can be shared and implemented.
This paper has mainly focused on two basic topics concerning the creation of a unified
database. The first is the correct structure of the database itself, following previously share
standards; the second is its layout that must match with the existing projects.
In fact a TDB must be a medium suitable for supporting all the information that may be
added in a GIS. The role of the New Infrastructure Agency for Territorial Information is to
check the TDB and the structure of its shapefiles in order to correlate and merge DB coming
from different operators.
The process leading to the new maps generated from TDB, had to deal with some problems
during the “transition” phases. This problem concerned the organization of the cartographical
sections. This problem was solved by studying and using a specific layout for representing the
regional map sections.
A color layout was suitable mainly for screen visualization. But it was necessary to generate a
background suitable for many different applications. That is why the final choice was to use
grayscale. In this way the traditional map and the new layout from the TDB can coexist on the
same section of the regional map, without the creation of any gap or any sudden change in the
representation of the territory.
In conclusion, the process started by Lombardy Region shows one possible and effective way
to manage a complex transformation in releasing cartography.
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